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Abstract: Deployment of an air quality low-cost sensor network (AQLCSN), with proper calibration of
low-cost sensors (LCS), offers the potential to substantially increase the ability to monitor air pollution.
However, to leverage this potential, several drawbacks must be ameliorated, thus the calibration of such
sensors is becoming an essential component in their use. Commonly, calibration takes place in a laboratory environment using gasses of known composition to measure the response and a linear calibration is
often reached. On site calibration is a promising complementary technique where an LCS and a reference
instrument are collocated with the former being calibrated to match the measurements of the latter. In a
scenario where an AQLCSN is already operational, both calibration approaches are resource and time
demanding procedures to be implemented as frequently repeated actions. Furthermore, sensors are
sensitive to the local meteorology and adaptation is a slow process making relocation a complex and
expensive option. We concentrate our efforts in keeping the LCS positions fixed and propose to blend
a genetic algorithm (GA) with a hybrid stacking (HS) ensemble into the GAHS framework. GAHS
employs a combination of batch machine learning algorithms and regularly updated online machine
learning calibration function(s) for the whole network when a small number of reference instruments
are present. Furthermore, we introduce the concept of spatial online learning to achieve better spatial
generalization. The frameworks are tested for the case of Thessaloniki where a total of 33 devices are
installed. The AQLCSN is calibrated on the basis of on-site matching with high quality observations
from three reference station measurements. The O3 LCS are successfully calibrated for 8–10 months and
the PM10 LCS calibration is evaluated for 13–24 months showing a strong seasonal dependence on their
ability to correctly capture the pollution levels.
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1. Introduction

published maps and institutional affil-

Modeling of the atmospheric chemical composition has advanced steadily over the
past number of years [1,2] with the aim of producing actionable Air Quality (AQ) information. Data about AQ are routinely collected from official (ground-based) monitoring
stations. These data can be supplemented by Air Quality Low-Cost Sensor Networks
(AQLCSN) operated by research institutes and companies and more recently by citizen
science projects [3]. Furthermore, these can be complemented by remote sensing data
from satellites such as Sentinel 2 products, land-use maps, shipping, traffic related and
domestic emission profiles and other related databases. All these sources of information are
actually interdependent and not only do they describe the urban AQ system from different
perspectives (modeling, ground, satellite, Internet Of Things (IoT) networks) but also give
rise for the opportunity to potentially extract interactions between the system and other
related sources (meteorology, emission profiles, land-use, local climate zones) with data
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fusion techniques and summarize the information into one coherent visualization or even
integrate the data into a 3-D digital twin of the city [4]. Importantly, given the estimates of
the World Health Organization (WHO) [5] that 7 million deaths are accelerated each year
due to air pollution, this type of information can also facilitate the better dissemination
of AQ related awareness. Hence, the accurate monitoring of the urban environment is
becoming prominent for improved quantitative as well as qualitative information.
The most crucial component of AQ modeling is the reference monitoring stations that
usually serve as high quality information for validation and testing of other data sources.
Scaling up the monitoring resolution is highly desired, but the extension of reference
stations is impractical due to high operational and maintenance costs and therefore rarely
implemented. Low-cost sensors on the other hand offer a viable alternative in scaling up. A
complement to the reference stations, AQLCSN can sample the area, especially if it is urban,
cost-effective, and helps to better scrutinize the spatial profiles of a variety of pollutant
species. Unfortunately, the lack of necessary quality has been established extensively
in the literature [6,7] with laboratory [8] and on-site [9] experiments and several issues
have been identified. Factors such as data incompleteness, sensor drifts, cross-sensitivity
of LCS, dynamic boundaries and environmental conditions were among the major error
sources identified in [10]. Furthermore, Kang et. al. [11] reviewed 112 LCS evaluation
studies and examined the reported performance under the influence of the environmental
setting, the reference instrument, the regression model, the pollutant species, and the
LCS equipment manufacturer and concluded that in order to obtain a proper evaluation
status for the LCS: (1) the evaluation and/or calibration settings should be as similar as
possible to the deployment setting; (2) uniform evaluation metrics should be established;
and (3) machine learning (ML) calibration is the most accurate on-site calibration approach.
Nevertheless, development of an accurate AQLCSN has proven to be a challenging task. It
has been discussed [12] that even though ML algorithms are proven effective for calibration
purposes, the relocation of LCS after on-site calibration can lead to reduced performance
due to different atmospheric conditions of deployment and the researchers have advocated
to re-calculate the parameters of the algorithms on-site too. One possible way forward
relevant to fixed LCS was with the use of blind calibration as in [13], where a weighted
linear calibration was reached in an online manner based on the spatial correlation of
different LCS. Another possibility is to use chain calibration where the first closest node to
the reference is calibrated against the reference; afterwards, the closest node to the first node
is calibrated against it and so on [14]. Moreover, evaluation of the calibration processes is
of paramount importance to ensure data quality. There is a plethora of regression metrics
used in the literature namely, the Pearson (or Spearman) correlation coefficient (R), the
coefficient of determination (R2 ), root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error
(MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), relative expanded uncertainty (REU)
and others. Usually, when ML is present in the calibration the community resorts to the
Taylor and Target diagrams [15] to compare the algorithms’ errors and biases. Finally, a
comprehensive framework is proposed by [16], that classifies a sensor system combining
laboratory, enhanced and on-site evaluation in terms of linearity, reproducibility, accuracy
and uncertainty. At each level of calibration, the sensor is given a label A, B or C and the
worst of three is finally assigned to characterize the sensor. The authors highlight the steps
that an LCS has to go through prior to deployment to ensure sufficient accuracy. In this
study we concentrate on the operational evaluation, therefore, we select a subset of metrics
(R, R2 , MAE and REU defined in Section 2.7) that can be applied for our case.
A characteristic of an instrument performing an environmental measurement is that
it aims to establish a stable, unchanged with time and repeated (under same conditions)
behavior of the measurement device when exposed to the measurement environment.
When this behavior changes, then drifts occur, and relevant air pollutant concentration
readings are altered. According to the CEN/TS 17660-1:2021 standard [17], sensor drifts
are changes in the measurements over time, due to the changes in the properties of a
sensor system. Concerning low-cost AQ monitoring devices, drifts may appear when
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they are applied for monitoring the concentration levels of particulate matter or gaseous
pollutants. Drifts concerning particles can partly be explained by: (1) dust accumulation in
optical counters’ sensory systems and can interfere with the interval of the pulse leading
to lower quality measurements; (2) particle hygroscopic growth due to water uptake in
highly humid environments [18] and others. Electrochemical gas sensors lose accuracy
when operating in high temperatures and within high concentration regions as well as due
to aging and impurity [19]. From a statistical perspective, these drifts are translated into
changes in the descriptive statistical properties (mean, standard deviation, median, min,
max, skewness) of the concentration value time series and are better defined within the
Bayesian framework. Briefly, a concept is defined as a joint probability distribution of the
input space X and the target y. In the case of static concepts, the independent and identical
distribution (iid) assumption [20] holds, and the distribution remains unchanged. On the
other hand, an occurring concept drift is analogous to a violation of the iid assumption and
ultimately leads to an altered distribution (concept). Seasonal variations, high pollution
events, low pollution periods, sensor drifts, can also be viewed as concept drifts under
this definition. For example, the joint probability distribution representing the relationship
between pollutants and meteorological variables is not constant, which in a multivariable
modeling scheme, affects the relevance of modeled patterns forward in time [8]. The
influence of solar radiation on the O3 levels, for example, can be proxied by measuring the
temperature; however, on a summer cloudy day, the temperature will be high, but solar
(ultraviolet) radiation is greatly modulated leading to reduced ozone production [21]. This
is of interest because many statistical and machine learning algorithms used for low cost
AQ sensor calibration assert the iid assumption and depend on multivariate correlational
patterns of the training data to be able to generalize on new data [22]. Concept drifts also
occur when modeling the distribution of reference measurements, usually as seasonal
changes or high pollution events effectively altering the distribution, mainly attributed
to the differentiation of pollution sources through time (e.g., photochemistry in summer,
domestic heating solutions in winter) and weather patterns.
On another front, in an effort to address the processing of big data the machine learning community has developed a set of online-incremental machine learning algorithmic
tools [23–25]. Drawing from these studies the operational AQLCSN on-site calibration
can be approached as a streaming nowcasting problem as follows. An IoT network of
commercially available multi-sensor AQ devices (also known as nodes) is operating in an
urban area. A subset of the nodes is paired with the official reference stations. Official
reference data are available from the European Environmental Agency (EEA) for any European country in near real time mode. Hourly resolution data are collected in a stream
from the two sources and a machine learning computational layer processes the data and
provides the calibrated output. In this timeseries monitoring scenario one must consider
the tradeoff between keeping already learned patterns while relevant novel information
is ingested from the models. Batch training algorithms provide a natural framework for
the production of stable regressors, but they lack the appropriate adaptation mechanisms.
Therefore, obtaining well-tuned and thus stable batch models with various forms of cross
validation (CV) (random, block, spatial) [26] over historical data alone will most certainly
provide overconfident evaluation status to the models as the concept drift demonstrates,
due to a lack of “fresh” information. Nonetheless, the patterns learned over multiple views
of the data still contain crucial information for further modeling development. The prevalent machine learning approach so far is to train the models in batches of historical data
iteratively, deploy them for a specified period and then consider the newly collected data
to retrain them. In contrast, online-incremental versions of machine learning algorithms
train on single instances sequentially as soon as new entries are made available, losing
access to past instances. They are uniquely suited to facilitate plasticity in terms of adapting
the weights of the models to the most recent concept. By ensembling batch and online
algorithms via a stacking ensemble optimized with a GA we propose that we can find a
near optimal tradeoff between the two.
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The purpose of this study is to: (a) introduce the spatial online learning (SOL) method
for timely and long lasting calibration of environmental sensors (Section 2.3); (b) provide a
general framework for calibrating any fixed AQLCSN given that a small number of the
networks LCS are collocated with reference instruments (Sections 2.4–2.6); (c) apply and
evaluate the framework for particulate matter and ozone for the ideal scenario where there
are no delays in reference measurements arrival, the realistic scenario referring to 5 h delays
and the safe scenario referring to 12 h delays and assess the ability to keep the network
active and accurate for longer periods (Section 2.7).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Design
The AQLCSN is operating as part of the KASTOM project [27]. Initially, 33 multisensor devices were installed to facilitate the AQLCSN, accompanied with three LoRaWAN
transmitters to collect the data. All nodes can estimate coarse (PM10 ), fine (PM2.5 ) and
ultra-fine (PM1 ) particulate matter concentration levels with the help of an optical particle
counter sensor (Manufacturer: Plantower PMS5003). The devices are also complemented
with meteorological sensors (BME280—Bosch Sensortech) for temperature (T), relative
humidity (RH) and barometric pressure (P). In addition, twenty of them (the so-called full
nodes), also include electrochemical gas sensors (Alphasense) to monitor concentration
levels of carbon monoxide (CO), ground level ozone (O3 ) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ). PM10
reference concentration levels are estimated with the aid of an analyzer (Eberline FH 62 I-R,
reference equivalence with European Standard EN 12341) that uses β-attenuation, while
reference O3 concentration levels are measured with the aid of UV photometry according
to European Standard EN 14625. The devices were strategically placed to cover most of the
city with emphasis in the city center as depicted on the map in Figure 1.
Three of the devices are collocated with three of the reference stations (Sindos, Agia
Sofia and Kordelio) operated by the Prefecture of Central Macedonia, to collect high quality
ground truth readings and facilitate a supervised ML methodology to calculate calibration
functions for each pollutant monitored via the AQLCSN. The data collection takes place
every minute from nodes and the readings are aggregated by calculating the median value
on an hourly basis. Missing values were minimally present in the minute resolution and
were ignored during this stage. Additionally, missing values were present in the hourly
resolution due to malfunctions of the sensors in need of repair. An imputation approach
was investigated but the relevant periods were long, and imputation injected low quality
data that in turn led to worse models therefore the missing periods were omitted for the
hourly resolution too. The problem is designed as a regression modelling where the input
X initially contains all measurements from the LCS and the output y corresponds to the
pollutant, for which we calculate the calibration function, compared to the measured values
produced by the reference instruments.
2.2. Concept Drift Definition and Detection
The formal way of defining a concept drift is by employing Bayes’ law. Given a stream of
input-target pairs (X, y) the concept is defined as the joint probability distribution Pt(X, y) at
time t and can be expressed as follows: Pt(X, y) = Pt(y, X) ∗ Pt(X) where Pt(y, X) is the posterior
probability of the target y given input X and Pt(X) is the prior distribution of the input space [28].
A concept drift occurs when Pt+1(X, y) 6= Pt(X, y) and can be explained as the spatially or
temporally related changes in the characteristics of features X, which affect the performance
of a model that infers the target y, therefore leading to the need of its recalibration [29]. Such a
drift can be further divided into three categories according to the factor of the above equation
that shifts: (1) Pt+1(X) 6= Pt(X), called a virtual drift, because it does not cause performance
degradation, and may be associated with seasonal changes of the features; (2) Pt+1(y, X) 6= Pt(y,
X), called a real drift as it effectively alters the distribution between input-target pairs; and
(3) both real and virtual drifts occurring at the same time. [30] provides a clear overview of the
state-of-the-art approaches in the field and its implications in modeling.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the GAHS framework. The AQLCSN installed in the Greater Thessaloniki
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To portray that indeed concept drift [31] occurs, we took advantage of the simple yet
powerful adaptive windowing (ADWIN) algorithm [32]. ADWIN operates on an instance
basis allowing for an incremental window to grow as long as there are no drifts detected.
In the face of a drift, ADWIN removes the old concept instances and shrinks the window
adapting to the new concept. In this study, the ADWIN algorithm is used to detect different
concepts (altered distributions) for the reference time series of the two pollutants (PM10 and
ozone). There is only one parameter, “delta”, which controls the sensitivity of classifying
the result as a drift. The threshold value delta was set equal to 1 after manual investigation
and visual inspection for meaningful concepts.
2.3. Spatial Online Learning
In the established online-incremental learning approach, training and inference are
entangled procedures where the model produces an estimation at time t and then it is
updated with single instances (X n,t , yn,t ) once the reference value is available where n
represents the specific collocated pair in our setting. This approach was originally designed
to forecast a single monitored time series one step ahead; however, in this study, the goal
is spatial generalization nowcasting to multiple locations, thus the need of an extension
is present for this problem. Relying on the idea of transfer calibration [8] and in order
to train a spatially generalizable online-incremental ML regressor, we extend the idea of
online learning to spatial online learning, under the assumption of identical replicable LCS
devices, ensuring the transferability of learned patterns to different locations. In SOL, data
are ingested by sequentially introducing a set of new entries collected from the collocated
pairs at time t to a single online learner. The vector Z = [(X 1,t , y1,t ), (X 2,t , y2,t ), . . . , (X n,t ,
yn,t )] defines a training instance of the spatial online regressor. Afterward, the learner can
extrapolate at all the other locations Zother = [X n+1,t , X n+2,t , . . . , X n+m,t ] until new entries
arrive. Here, X n,j , j = 1, . . . , n is the vector of a number of n LCS measurements being
collocated with reference instruments and yj , j = 1, . . . , n the ground truth value of the
target parameter for the calibration function and (m–n) is the number of the uncollocated
sensors. In the ideal case where reference entries arrive hourly, the SOL framework allows
the learner to be updated at time t and also infer at time t to all other locations, thus
obtaining the most accurate estimations. Following this approach, the slow adaptation
of online learners to new concepts [33] is ameliorated as they are effectively transformed
to batch learners but with each batch containing timely and spatially relevant data for
the current concept. This way the learner “sees” information about the state of the whole
AQLCSN compared to the reference network. Furthermore, the SOL regressor is offered a
wider variety of environmental conditions extending the validity domain of inference.
As the database expands, the batch models are retrained in an incremental way adding
the latest data for training. On the one hand, SOL training can follow the example of
“traditional” incremental learning and lose access to previous instances. On the other
hand, we observed that retraining online models the same way batch models are trained
(concatenating the time series without shuffling) and then applying the SOL framework for
the evaluation month, yielded more accurate results than the alternative. The intuition is
that the mixing adds noise to the temporal patterns that the models try to extract; however,
it also adds value by ameliorating the concept drifts. We believe that retraining on the
original time series, up to the point of operational reinitialization of the calibration, helps
the online models learn the temporal sequencing; while updating with the SOL framework,
mostly benefits the models to adapt to concept drifts during operational calibration.
2.4. Preprocessing
Initially, the readings from the LCS and from the reference instruments were synchronized. Afterwards, outliers were identified as the values that fall outside of the range
[median −3*std, median +3*std] with the statistics being calculated over the whole period
of measurements and were eliminated by replacing them with NaN placeholders. This
concludes the data cleaning, and the analysis continues with feature engineering com-
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prising three main approaches: (1) variable combination; (2) rolling statistics; and (3) lags.
Variable combination aims at modeling some of the interactions between the measured
time series and are represented as fractions. Given an instance, Xt (PM1t , PM2,5t , PM10t ,
Tt , RHt , Pt , O3t , NO2t , COt , RHt /PM1t , PM10t /RHt , NO2t /O3t , NO2t /Tt , O3t /Tt , Tt /Pt ,
Tt /RHt , Pt /RHt ) at time t, we compute descriptive statistics and the difference between
the minimum and the maximum of the last 24 and 48 h on a rolling basis to inform the
input vector and, consequently, the learners about the long-term statistical behavior of
the AQLCSN and provide the models with smoother, less noisy versions of the initial
features. Furthermore, we complement the instance with the last 12 raw measurements of
each variable to inform the models about the short-term behavior of the AQLCSN. After
the engineering, the following features are extracted from PM1: PM1t , PM1t−1 , PM1t−2 ,
. . . , PM1t−12 , mean(PM1, 48), mean(PM1, 24), std(PM1, 48), std(PM1, 24), min(PM1,
48), min(PM1, 24), max(PM1, 48), max(PM1, 24), median(PM1, 48), median(PM1, 24),
min_max_diff(PM1, 48), min_max_diff(PM1, 24). All the above actions are performed for
each station separately to avoid leaking information from one station to the other. Finally,
the data are merged row-wise into one single dataset. The overproduction of engineered
features introduces multicollinearity to the data, therefore a feature selection process should
follow to identify the best uncorrelated predictors. In this work, we consider the fast and accurate correlation-based feature selection (CFS) method [34] as implemented in the WEKA
ML package [35].
2.5. Base Learners Generation
A wide range of linear, tree-based ensembles and distance-based algorithms are chosen to implement the generation of base learners. We employ three different ensembling
strategies, namely, random forest (RF), gradient boosting (GB) and extreme gradient boosting (XGboost) for their inherent non-linear functionality. The RF is an ensemble learning
algorithm that employs the bootstrap sampling method, creating a decision tree per sample (therefore, all trees are created independently to each other), and combining their
predictions in an averaging approach towards the final model result [36]. GB is also an
ensemble learning algorithm based on decision trees, where one tree is created after the
other, correcting the weaknesses of the previously developed trees (boosting performance),
and the ensemble is also created gradually and in parallel with trees [37]. Xgboost applies
the same boosting principle with improved (more regularized) model formalization to
control over-fitting, usually leading to better results [38].
The RF, GB, XGB100 contain 100 regression trees; however, the Xgboost algorithm is
considered state-of-the-art for tabular data, thus we exploit this by producing two more
models with 50 and 300 trees. The focus was drawn away from hyperparameter tuning of
these algorithms contrary to the expectation, considering that the purpose of these models
is not the selection of the best model, rather it is to provide information to another model,
the meta-learner (Section 2.6), and are better considered as feature extractors. Furthermore,
two versions of the multiple linear regression (LR) are incorporated. The former is a
standard batch LR as implemented in “scikit-learn” python package and the latter is the
online–incremental version namely multiple linear regression online (LRO), optimized
with the Rmprop optimization algorithm and can be found in the “river” [39] python
package. The k-nearest neighbors (KNN) pattern classification algorithm [40] operates on a
high dimensional space and calculates the distance between an instance and the k-nearest
neighbors. When the optimization objective is reached, the produced model can infer a
new estimation based on the similarity of the new instance with the k-nearest neighbors by
averaging the known values of the training data. Both batch and online versions namely
k-nearest neighbors online (KNNO) are incorporated again from the same python packages.
LRO and KNNO are trained within the framework of SOL (Section 2.3).
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2.6. Hybrid Stacking Optimization via a Genetic Algorithm, the GAHS Framework
Stacking has been successful in combining well performing models produced by
different algorithms [41], whereas bagging and boosting combine the outputs from the
same (high variance) models with emphasis on the reduction of variance. The motivation
behind the decision to include stacking lies on the models’ agnostic architecture, which
offers the potential to combine different modeling approaches. The GAHS framework
is structured with spatial generalization, ensemble adaptation [42] and modularity in
mind, therefore, the spatial cross validation is integrated, and the components (features
selection, base and meta learners) can easily be replaced. With the aim of producing a target
(pollutant) agnostic framework too, we alleviate the need for model selection, which is
dependent on the target, by assigning this task to the GA. Therefore, the same framework
works for both pollutant species addressed in this paper (PM10 and O3 ) out of the box. In
our approach, we choose to extend stacking in two ways: (1) by concatenating the basemodels predictions along with the CFS selected features and introducing the combination
to the meta-learners as a hybrid input space; and (2) by optimizing the best combination of
base-learners, CFS features and meta-learners simultaneously via a modified version of the
GA. Analytically, the GA operates on a boolean vector where the first N values correspond
to the CFS features, the next M values represent the model predictions (whether to be
included) and the last four values of the vector represent the meta-learners. Because only
one meta-learner can be trained at each generation, in the last four values only one can be
true. To navigate this issue, if two or more true values appear, then we artificially assign a
negative score (−9999) to this combination at the evaluation stage when optimizing for the
coefficient of determination R2 and a highly positive score (+9999) when the optimization
objective is the mean squared error, thus it naturally converges to solutions with one metalearner. In order to train base learners that possess the ability to generalize at different
spatial locations, spatial k-fold cross-validation [43] in the form of “leave one out” is
performed to produce the predictions that will later serve as input to the meta-learner
training phase. To elaborate, the models are trained on two reference stations and the third
is used for validation in a cyclically repeated way. The framework outputs the learned
models and the optimized boolean vector that describes which features, base-learners and
meta-learner are included.
2.7. Evaluation of Operational Scenarios
Evaluation starts as soon as two months of hourly measurements have been collected
from the three collocated sensor-reference pairs: first month measurements serve as training
and validation data, while the remaining data are being used to test the calibration in a
forward manner. This forward CV process repeats incrementally, and the evaluation always
refers to the last month. The batch learners train on the concatenated dataset (without
shuffling) and provide estimations for the whole test month and are retrained only when
the next month’s data are made available. Online learners learn by single instances and
therefore require the previous hour’s reference measurements to be available before the next
hour’s estimation is produced (ideal scenario). This is often infeasible because the reference
data are not available in real time; however, one can overcome this issue in operational
mode by delaying the learning-updating phase for some amount of time, sacrificing some
accuracy on the way. Toward this end, apart from the ideal scenario, two more scenarios
are implemented where the learning process is delayed by five hours (realistic scenario)
and by twelve hours (safe scenario). Reference measurements are automatically obtained
via the EEA API response on an hourly schedule and the response is examined for new
entries compared with the previous hour’s response. For the case of Thessaloniki, there
are new entries every three to seven hours and not always from the same station, thus we
average and use the five-hour delay as the closest to real operational delays.
Apart from the regression statistical indices that are presented in Table 1, we also incorporate the Pearson correlation coefficient and the relative expanded uncertainty as defined by
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the Dir. 2008 EC [44] to assess the quality of the calibration. The REU has been calculated on
the basis of the methodology described by [45] and making use of Equations (1) and (2).
2
Ur (yi ) =



RSS
n −2

− u2 ( xi ) + [b0 + (b1 − 1) xi ]2
yi

RSS =

( 1 )
2

,

(1)

∑(yi − b0 − b1 xi )2 ,

(2)

i

Table 1. Regression evaluation metrics.
Statistics

Symbol

Coefficient of determination

R2

Mean absolute error

MAE

Formula
n

∑ i =1 ( y i − y )
2
n
∑i=1 (yi −ŷ)
n
1
n ∑ | yi − y |
i =1

1−

Here Ui (yi ), is the relative expanded uncertainty, u2 (xi ) is the random uncertainty of the
standard method here set equal to 0.67 for PM10 and 0.0 for O3 , RSS represents the sum of
(relative) residuals, xi is the average result of the reference method over period I, yi is the
average result of the model over period I, while b0 and b1 , are the coefficients of the regression
y = b1 x + b0 . For PM10 measurements to be considered as indicative or fixed, REU should be
below 50% and 25%, respectively. The criterion is implemented for daily averages. Ozone
LCS measurements should be below 70% and 30% implemented for 8 h averages.
3. Results
3.1. Drift Detection
To quantify the concept drift, the reference pollutant measurements were aggregated
to meaningful 24 h averages for particles (PM10 ) and 8 h averages for ozone, and the
ADWIN drift detection algorithm was applied. The results are depicted as red vertical in
Figures 2 and 3. Furthermore, a set of histograms corresponding to the detected intervals
are depicted in a sequential way. The mean and standard deviation are calculated to
quantify the changes. Most of the segments are meaningful in detecting changes in the
statistics; however, there are cases where it is visibly not a good threshold. Regardless of
ADWINs accuracy, the concept drift can also be observed in the distributional changes over
time. Each distribution represents the detected concept and their sequence represents the
evolution of the concepts in time. An interesting instance is the PM10 time series in Kordelio.
The expected distribution resembles concept #1 for winter. Moving forward in time, the
distribution shrinks (concept #3 and #4), which is characteristic for the spring–summer
periods in Thessaloniki mostly due to reduced domestic heating. In concept #5, that lasts
for the whole winter period of 2020–2021, the distribution returns to its original form with
similar statistics. Evidently this is caused by seasonality and is related to meteorology;
however, from the concept point of view this can be translated to a reoccurring concept drift.
As is also indicated from the regression metrics in Section 3.3, the winter concept has clear
patterns to model and the metrics agree; however, during the summer the measurements
are far noisier with less variance and the models struggle. Ozone on the other hand, shows
stable variance except for the winter months where the pollution levels are low, and the
noisy pattern problem arises here too. For this case, mostly the mean shifts are observed,
which is again related to the meteorology.
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3.2. Relative Expanded Uncertainty
For the ideal case (reference measurements available instantly), Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the REU over all measured values. First, it is clear that the raw measurements fail
to provide data within the targeted REU levels, for both pollutants, and all locations. Furthermore, it is evident that the SOL models behave much better and can remain within the
levels when the batch versions in some cases fail to reduce the REU enough to comply with
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As was mentioned, the ideal scenario is difficult to be implemented, thus the effect
that the delay produces to the calibration functions REU is presented in Figures 6 and 7.
All the subgraphs demonstrate that uncertainty increases with delay, but the performance
remains under the desired level for the most part, even for the safe scenario.
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the sensor response break the continuity of the time series rapidly making all the previous
training data obsolete even if correlations still exist. Secondly, electrochemical sensors last
for at least one year; however, operation in high humidity and high heat conditions that
characterize the summer period in Thessaloniki, significantly reduces their lifespan [46].
Examining the performance forward in time offers the opportunity to observe how the
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the sensor response break the continuity of the time series rapidly making all the previous
training data obsolete even if correlations still exist. Secondly, electrochemical sensors last
for at least one year; however, operation in high humidity and high heat conditions that
characterize the summer period in Thessaloniki, significantly reduces their lifespan [46].
Examining the performance forward in time offers the opportunity to observe how the
calibration responds to drifts. Specifically, the Pearson correlation R between the reference
and the raw measurements drops with time thus altering the relationship between the two.
The coefficient of determination is the hardest metric to stabilize above a certain level for
long periods because as R drifts, past information gradually becomes obsolete, which is
highlighted in the ability of the models to accurately estimate. The proposed methodology
manages to keep the ozone LCS operational and highly accurate for 8 to 10 months. During
the first two months of deployment, the SOL approach dominates because it requires less
data to converge being simpler, whereas from the third month onwards the GAHS approach
15 of
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15 of
the sensors drift, which is depicted by the reducing correlations, both GAHS and SOL
manage to adapt and maintain high accuracy much better than their batch counterparts.
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between the GAHS and the SOL frameworks and the best performing batch
models in terms of the coefficient of determination for O3.
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has some notable instances of GAHS outperforming the SOL framework. For the whole
period up to a point LRO closely follows the GAHS performance. From June to September
the LRO model starts deteriorating but the GAHS framework continues to operate at some
accuracy. Another notable instance can be observed at Agia Sofia R2 . The last two months
of the series are collected six months (due to repairments) later than the previous data.
Nevertheless, we included these two months to simulate the adaptation of a newly installed
LCS. Demonstrably, GAHS and LRO rapidly adapt to the new concept with decent accuracy,
but the batch learners fail with negative scores. In the last three months the batch models
start to outperform the LRO and the GAHS framework updates the combination it uses to
rely more on batch models as they become more appropriate. Finally, focusing on Sindos
and comparing the GAHS and LRO for the last month, we observe that both approaches
produce the same correlation around 0.6; however, examining the R2 plots, the GAHS value
is around 0.3, while the LRO value is zero.
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tions will be chosen more often due to higher correlation with the target than the already
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feature-learner sets are collected. The expectation was that the base learner predictions will
be chosen more often due to higher correlation with the target than the already processed
features and is confirmed because O3 depends mostly on KNNO while PM10 depends more
on LRO as they appear to contribute to all the evaluation months. This confirms that selecting
the best algorithm is dependent upon the target among others. However, it is irrelevant to
the GAHS framework as it automatically selects the best modeling combination of features
and algorithms making it agnostic to the target. Out of the batch algorithms, the KNN is
chosen more often followed by the RF, GB and then XGboost. The differences between them,
however, are marginal. The highest contributor feature for ozone is the RH range of the
last 48 h (rolling_min_max_diff_humidity_48) followed by the same range of the fraction
temperature/pressure (rolling_min_max_diff_T/P_48). This indicates that: (1) the long-term
meteorological conditions play an important role in modeling the calibration functions; and
(2) the base learners struggle to extract patterns in the first stage of stacking and thus reintroducing them to the next processing level adds value to the meta-learner. Generally, meteorological
variables and their combinations with pollutants (e.g., rolling_min_RH/PM1_48) dominate
the feature space. As was mentioned, for PM10 , modeling gaseous pollutants were not included. In this case, most of the features appear only once. Interestingly enough, the minimum
value of RH/PM1 fraction is the best feature for particles too (rolling_min_RH/PM1_24) but
in the 24 h, shorter time interval. Moreover, PM10/RH first 4 lags have a high contribution
as well as indicating that a nonlinear relationship between the two and the target is present,
manifesting as linearity between the target and the fraction. Consistently, LR is chosen as
the meta-learner, which is convenient because it is also the fastest algorithm. In Figure 14 for
particles and Figure 15 for ozone, the calibrated response from several different locations is
presented concerning one of the last months of evaluation. Respectively, for Figures 16 and 17
the calibrated response of a collocated node against the reference is depicted on the right
panels, while the linearity between them is depicted on the left panels. A good agreement is
observed for both pollutants. All the LCS time series follow the pattern of the collocated series.
Deviations can be located at the peaks for PM10 where different LCS peak at different times.
Deviations for ozone are more visible in the valleys where LCS take much more time to reach
the low-end value compared to others. This suggests that responding to the raw LCS readings
the learners can adjust their estimations accordingly. For a detailed visual inspection of the
Atmosphere 2022, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
calibrated output against the reference measurements as well as the feature-base learner bar
plots the reader can refer to the Supplementary Materials Figures S1 and S3–S8, respectively.
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4. Discussion
Figure
17. Calibrated output from a collocated O3 LCS against the reference measurements 8 mon
4.1. The
Relocation Problem
after
deployment.

As the blind and the chain calibration methods (Section 2) are not capable of properly
representing the spatial nature of the LCS measurements, a transfer calibration, which is
the category that the approach of this study falls into is applied. This calibration method
learns the function on a collocated (master) node and then the function is applied to another
non-master node according to proximity or similarity. The presented method differs from
the usual transfer calibration in considering the calibration of the whole network with a
single function in the SOL framework. So, relocation is addressed by fixing the LCS to their
deployment location under the assumption that the devices provide similar measurements
under the same conditions. We propose to collocate a copy of the LCS with all the available
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reference stations and place all other LCS to their assigned positions. Sampling the region
with two overlapping networks where the LCSN is calibrated to match the reference
networks, spatially generalizable calibration function can be achieved by optimizing the
base learners with spatial k-fold cross validation with k being the number of available
reference locations.
4.2. On-Site Continuous Evaluation
For the calibration of the LCS network several studies have concluded [48–50] that a
machine learned calibration function should be included in the deployment. A necessary
step is therefore the evaluation of the ML models on site, for which the usual way applied
is with train-test splits and k-fold CV approaches [51]. The former offer only a glance on
the specific data and do not confirm the continual generalization of the models. On the
contrary, a comprehensive discussion of CV methods for LCS calibration [50] concludes
that spatial CV in the form of “leave one out” or “leave all but one out” is the most relevant
method. This statement finds us in agreement considering that the goal is to produce
spatially generalizable regressors for transfer calibration. Yet there is a caveat that requires
attention, to avoid information leakage: in the AQ monitoring setting, for example, random
shuffling CV allows future information to penetrate the training set leading to overconfident
estimates in the validation set but to reduced performance in deployment. For this reason,
what we apply instead is a combination of spatial and forward CV to obtain a realistic view
of the on-site calibration performance. Compared to our previous study [52], where we
used time-block CV without shuffling and managed to achieve improved uncertainty with
batch algorithms, this study indicates that in the spatial–forward CV scheme they would
probably perform worse and a SOL or a GAHS approach should be considered.
De Vito et. al. [53] highlight that the evaluation should be subject to robustness and
identify the important role that drifts play to performance degradation. They introduce a
drift monitoring quantitative framework based on the comparison of probability distributions dissimilarity of relevant pollutants during the calibration and deployment periods.
Laref et. al. [54] on the other hand approach the drift correction of Alphasense NO2 LCS
by splitting the calibration in meteorological and time components. The authors use the
multiple linear regression model to correct for meteorological effects, then assume that
the degradation through time is uniform and correct for time drifts by optimizing the
parameters of an exponentially decaying model with particle swarm optimization. We
also argue through the analysis of the study that one important aspect that affects the
calibration of such a network is the drifting behavior of the LCS and the concept drift of
reference measurements for both pollutants studied (Figures 2 and 3). Based on [53] and
the evaluation analysis of this study we suggest that during deployment the effect of these
drifts, as well as the validity domain of the calibration functions, should be monitored and
action for adaptation should be taken when necessary.
4.3. Limitations of the Study
The limitations of the study can be summarized as follows: PMS5003 optical particle
counters cannot distinguish with the desired accuracy the particle sizes and especially
struggle to infer PM10 concentrations when the PM2.5 /PM10 fraction is small [47]. A more
suitable PM10 LCS should be considered to improve the results. Access to high quality
measurements is restricted (only three reference stations available) and thus a wider range
(more collocated pairs) study will provide a more challenging and robust evaluation of the
methods herein. In addition, a more robust online approach should be considered instead
of the offline GA optimization algorithm [55], which retains the same features and models
during the whole monthly testing phase but rather adapts to changes as soon as possible.
Furthermore, more than one feature selection methods can be used in tandem to produce
a diverse set of representations from the initial dataset and enrich the base-models space
during the stacking stage. Of course, a general limitation is the disruption of continuous
monitoring by glitches of the transmitters, power fluctuations, maintenance etc. and must
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be kept to a minimum to achieve consistent and reliable on-site calibration. Finally, long
delays (>12 h) without new entries can reduce the accuracy of the calibration and thus real
time access to reference data can greatly extend the ability of LCS to monitor AQ.
5. Conclusions
Our study highlighted that sensor drifts as well as seasonal variations and pollution
episodes can be examined as concept drifts when calibrating AQ LCS under operational
conditions. The main goal of the study was to introduce the SOL framework and compare
it with batch learning algorithms. Moreover, the GAHS framework was proposed to
combine batch and SOL ML algorithms (or any other kind of modeling algorithm as it is
model agnostic) and address the stability-plasticity dilemma. Initially, the study focused
on calibrating an AQLCSN against a reference network with a generalized online learner
that observes the states of the two networks and updates the models as soon as highquality measurements are rendered available. Later, a combination of spatial and forward
evaluation frameworks was presented with monthly resolution. Results suggest that it is
possible to arrive at improved LCS performance and to therefore improve the network’s
capability to reflect actual air pollution levels as reported by ground truth observations in
the studied area. Finally, it is highlighted that a continuous monitoring system should be
considered to observe the calibration performance.
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Figure S6: The calibrated output against reference readings for visual validation is presented in the
right subfigure and the linearity is presented in the left. The results refer to the O3 levels for the
KORDELIO collocated node-reference pair for the ideal scenario. Figure S7: The calibrated output
against reference readings for visual validation is presented in the right subfigure and the linearity is
presented in the left. The results refer to the O3 levels for the AGIA SOFIA collocated node-reference
pair for the ideal scenario. Figure S8: The calibrated output against reference readings for visual
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refer to the O3 levels for the SINDOS collocated node-reference pair for the ideal scenario.
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